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liniLED® Aeris | Durable profiles 
The liniLED® Aeris serie consists of several durable aluminium (anodised*) 
profiles, which are fit for almost every indoor and outdoor LED lighting 
project. The assortment is complemented with a wide range of accessories, 
which allows you to compose the liniLED® Aeris Profiles to your liking. 
Whether you are looking for an illuminated profile with a stunning diffuse 
light effect or a striking chandelier: the sky is the limit!

 

Covers | Create your desired (diffuse) light effect 
The liniLED® Aeris Profiles can be used with the liniLED® PCB and Top LED 
strips. Depending on the required light effect, the profiles can be equipped 
with a clear or diffuse cover.

L30 (W30xH19 mm) - Low                         H30 (W30xH37.5 mm) - High

L20 (W20xH19 mm) - Low                         H20 (W20xH37.5 mm) - High

Cover clear low Cover diffuse low Cover diffuse high

Aeris Profile L30 incl. cover clear low                     Aeris Profile H30 incl. cover diffuse low

Aeris Profile L20 incl. cover diffuse high                  Aeris Profile H20 incl. cover diffuse high 

*See page 10 for available colours.
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Mounting | Easy & clean installation  
Thanks to the light weight, durable aluminium materials, user friendly click 
system and various mounting options, the liniLED® Aeris Profiles are very easy 
to install. Realise a clean and ‘invisible’ finish with the liniLED® Aeris Clips or 
secure the profiles with the liniLED® Cable Channel, hiding all cables at the 
same time.

The liniLED® Aeris Profiles can also be installed in corners, while retaining  
a beautiful continuous light line. By using the liniLED® Aeris Linker 90, the 
profiles can be connected from the side.

The liniLED® Aeris Outer Corner allows the profiles to be secured around a 
corner, where the liniLED® Aeris Inner Corner realises the exact opposite. 
In addition, the profiles can also be rotated into several positions using the 
liniLED® Aeris Rotary Clip.

Besides the various mounting options for walls and ceilings, you can also 
create stunning chandeliers with the liniLED® Aeris Suspension Set.

liniLED® Aeris Clip                      liniLED® Cable Channel

liniLED® Aeris Linker 90                                                 Example with profile

liniLED® Aeris Inner & Outer Corner                                     liniLED® Aeris Rotary Clip

liniLED® Aeris Suspension Set

liniLED® Aeris Suspension Set
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Lighting fixture (IP67) 
The liniLED® Aeris Profiles are also available as IP67 lighting fixtures. Poured with a clear or diffuse PU resin and illumi-
nated with high quality liniLED® PCB LED strips, the liniLED® Aeris Profiles PU embedded have the same benefits as a 
lighting fixture: energy efficient with an expected lifetime of more than 50,000 hours. By using the step-by-step plan, 
an IP67 lighting fixture can be composed to each and everyone’s desire.

 
 
Plug & Play | IP40 Lighting Fixture 
It´s possible to compose a ‘plug & play’ IP40 lighting fixture of the liniLED®  
Aeris Profile. The Aeris Profile IP40 consists of a liniLED® PCB LED strip, cable 
(incl. cable entry on the desired position), end cap(s) and a cover. In addition 
to the luminous intensity, light colour and effect, it’s possible to finish this 
beautiful lighting fixture with several features and accessories of your choice.   
 
For more information about the possibilities and costs, please contact us.

Plug & Play | IP67 Lighting Fixture 
In addition to the IP40 version, it´s also possible to create a ‘plug & play’  
IP67 (PU embedded) lighting fixture. The liniLED® Aeris Profile IP67 contains  
a liniLED® PCB LED strip, which is protected by a clear or diffuse PU layer. Just  
like the IP40 version, this lighting fixture comes with cables, end caps and  
accessories of your choice. 
 
For the complete overview of possible steps and costs, please visit our website: 
www.liniLED.com/quotation-liniled-aeris-profile-pu-embedded-ip67.
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Lighting fi xture (IP67) 
The liniLED® Aeris Profi les are also available as IP67 lighting fi xtures. Poured with a clear or diff use PU resin and illumi-
nated with high quality liniLED® PCB LED strips, the liniLED® Aeris Profi les PU embedded have the same benefi ts as a 
lighting fi xture: energy effi  cient with an expected lifetime of more than 50,000 hours. By using the step-by-step plan, 
an IP67 lighting fi xture can be composed to each and everyone’s desire.
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Choose your colour
The liniLED® Aeris Pro� les are standard delivered in an anodised 
aluminium colour. It’s possible to order your liniLED® Aeris Pro� les 
in several anodised colours (see below). Please note that these 
anodised colours are only available upon request.

MX-1

MX-2

MX-3

MX-4

Blue

Green

MX-5

MX-6 VOM7

Titanium 

VOM1 Blanc

VOM2 Light Gold

VOM3 Gold

Orange

Red

Bordeaux

Blue PLW
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